Version History
CR#

Description

Version 12.3.73 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Sep-16-2018

5798

Improved: Support cascading lookups inside Repeating Rows field

5822

Fixed: Display Summary for a currency field and for a numeric field is shown incorrectly within
Repeating Rows

Version 12.3.72 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Aug-05-2018
5727

Fixed: Updating multi-select in RR popup doesn't update the row accordingly

5730

Fixed: The "add row" button in repeating rows does not register the first click after a mandatory
field condition is triggered

5733

Improved: Have long header names in repeating rows wrap into multiple lines

5786

Fixed: The number percentage field within a Repeating Rows table does not show data in View
item form

5789

Fixed: CLU fields in Repeating Rows fields cannot be edited

Version 12.3.67 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), May-25-2018
5659

Improved: Render Repeating Rows field in a table with borders in emails sent by workflows

5709

Added: Add description tooltip to repeating rows headers

5721

Fixed: Save site as template with content with Repeating rows in it will not save real rows data,
only preview table

Version 12.3.65 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Mar-05-2018
5492

Fixed: Triggered field level constraints causes repeating rows to process indefinitely

5509

Fixed: Repeating rows does not save multiselect lookup values when the source item is edited

Version 12.3.63 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Oct-01-2017
5291

Fixed: When repeating rows is used with kw forms, there is no indication that the page is
processing during longer load times

5294

Fixed: Repeating rows/KW Forms- fields hidden by KW forms in a repeating rows field still
enforce field validation

5308

Fixed: SLFE default value for Person type field doesn't work in in Repeating Rows

5311

Fixed: Master-detail cascading lookup fields do not respond in the first repeating rows line added

CR#

Description

5314

Improved: Enable Repeating rows sorting in view item page

5317

Improved: Enable Repeating rows field resizing in view item form

5318

Fixed: Dates will disappear from a repeating rows field if the regional format for the date is
displayed as dd/mm/yy

5357

Improved: Add ability to toggle if a list export between .iqy and .csv

5403

Improved: Enable editing/viewing a child item in Repeating Rows field

5410

Fixed: Non $ currencies are not properly summarized in repeating rows fields

5442

Fixed: Large numbers in a number field in repeating rows will show in scientific notation

5456

Improved: Add skins to Repeating Rows

Version 12.3.51 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Feb-09-2017
5237

Fixed: Fix Reloading default values in RR.

Version 12.3.49 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Jan-23-2017
5169

Fixed: Using mandatory file upload in RR, always get validation error

5170

Fixed: RR shows HTML in File Upload column in IE

5176

Fixed: Repeating Rows doesn't work in inline editor

Version 12.3.48 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Dec-18-2016
5111

Improved: improve support for cascading lookup field.

Version 12.3.47 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Nov-24-2016
5068

Fixed: CLU fields embedded in a RR field will show an error on the newform.

5076

Fixed: Editing an item which uses repeating rows with file upload does not properly recognize
attachments.

5099

Fixed: Cascading lookup show in display mode if it is in publishing site.

5101

Improved: Improve error message displayed when out-of-the-box SharePoint validation error
occurs.

5116

Added: Add basic support for KWizCom Forms dynamic default values a. Respect dynamic
default value “read only” setting b. Automatically update read only columns when clicking
“update totals” and before saving the item, or on any ajax update c. Add a single “update” icon
for each row that would allow the user to update/reload all dynamic default values for that
specific row. Ignore special dynamic default values settings like show update link, icon, or
update on change.

Version 12.3.39 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Jul-19-2016

CR#

Description

4996

Fixed: Repeating rows field in master list is blank when used with datasheet view (SP2010)

5008

Added: Add additional fields to the reverse lookup

5200A Added: Add support for multiple File Upload fields in Repeating Rows field.
Version 12.3.37 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Jun-02-2016
4920

Fixed: Content of a Person field by type is not shown in the edit item form using the rule
Permission type is Disable

4941

Fixed: Totals field does not show in view item form

Version 12.3.36 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Apr-05-2016
4875

Fixed: Save button is disabled when repeating rows triggers a validation error.

4882

Fixed: Error displayed after saving advance settings menu on library with RR site column

4893

Fixed: Repeating Rows prevents saving per-location view settings

4898

Fixed: CLU columns with master details require RR fields to need to click the save button twice

Version 12.3.34 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Feb-29-2016
4873

Fixed: If more than one view is in a page, wrong view selected for export

5000A Added: Support SharePoint 2016 Beta
Version 12.3.25 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Oct-22-2015
4468

Fixed: Disable fields will display locked for reading message in Repeating Rows.

4473

Improved: Enable exporting Repeating Rows to Excel in SP2010.

4551

Improved: Cascading Lookup isn't compatible with Repeating Rows messgae.

4580

Fixed: Mandatory fields can be saved blank if a form has field grouping in tabs and repeating
rows.

4599

Fixed: Mandatory fields can be saved blank if a form has field grouping in tabs and repeating
rows.

Version 12.3.22 (SharePoint 2010/2013), May-13-2015
4436

Improved: Enable translating the Yes/No column type in a repeating rows column when in item
view mode

Version 12.3.21 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Jan-08-2015
4265

Fixed: Add repeating rows to a list with cascading causes it to stop working.

CR#

Description

4308

Fixed: Running a workflow on a list breaks the repeating rows relationship.

Version 12.3.20 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Oct-21-2014
4220

Fixed: Links appear as plain text in Repeating rows

4222

Added: Add reverse lookup to the details list.

4223

Added: translating the "Add Rows" link per-column

4260

Added: Add support for forms customized with SharePoint Designer.

Version 12.3.03 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Jun-27-2014
3991

Fixed: Multi-line columns look narrow and unable to increase the width for new forms

4136

Fixed: RR issue with Euro currency

4153

Fixed: Javascript error when using Repeating Rows field in IE8

Version 12.3.00 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Jan-23-2014
3600

Added: Allow viewing Repeating Rows field in Mobile extensions + Item History.

3711

Added: Export to Excel with Repeating Rows fields.

3717

Fixed: Using cascading lookup plus within repeating rows, IE10 does not work.

3721

Improved: Increase Person field width (90px).

3808

Fixed: Repeating Rows issues in documents libraries.

3810

Fixed: Repeating Rows and SLFE –Repeating Rows ignores the constrains.

Version 12.2.00 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Jul-16-2013
3263

Fixed: Each time a repeating rows field is edited a percent type field is divided by 100 .

3265

Fixed: Person field value is not saved when there is a repeating rows field in the list.

Version 12.1.00 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Apr-10-2013
1556

Added: Integrate with KWizCom's List Forms Extensions.

1779

Fixed: Number field from percent type validation issue

1944

Fixed: Error appears in the event viewer

2041

Added: Enable customizing the width of the repeating row columns in the
NewForm.aspx/EditForm.aspx

2131

Fixed: Unable to display numbers in currency format

CR#

Description

2151

Fixed: Doesn't save information for Person and Choice type Column

2264

Improved: If column is of type multiple lines, it is not displayed as an available selection in
Repeating rows

2489

Added: Integrate with KWizCom Cascading field

3002

Added: Change default width to 90px

Version 1.1.58 (SharePoint 2007), Apr-10-2013
1914

Improved: When summary field is updated current field loses focus

2801

Fixed: date fields cannot be edited if they are left blank

2810

Improved: repeating rows field type does not use european numbering convention

3013

Fixed: Error displayed when saving person/group field.

Version 1.1.50, Dec-02-2011
1773

Added: Empty rows that were never clicked should be ignoed at submit

1991

Fixed: Failed to get value from lookup field type

2028

Fixed: Cannot create column in other language

2065

Fixed: Scroll is not displayed after adding repeating row item

2085

Added: Event Handlers and workflows Should be triggered in target list when rows added or
updated.

Version 1.1.00, Sep-27-2011 - Base version

